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Abstract - Next generation sequences (NGS) analysis is a most widespread application in computation biology. NGS dataset contain massive amount of DNA sequences (ChIP-seq) so it will need efficient and intelligent method for analyzing the sequences. Motif discover one of the crucial task in sequences analysis. In our proposed method have been identified motif using MDWB (Motif Discover Word-based Algorithm). MapReduce function has been used in emerging mining step for handle the huge amount of data. In this motif discovery has been used to identify the transcription factor binding site (TFBS).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Next generation sequences analysis is the one of the most important challenging task in computational biology. Diligent analytic methodology have been necessity for analyzing the DNA sequences, which contain features, function and structure [1]. Gene assembly established by adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine in element of gene sequences. The DNA sequences methodology mainly used for drug discovery and medical research. Currently most research based on gene sequences alignment. There are lot of tools availability for gene alignment process. In computation biology consist of wide-ranging appropriate topics:

- Identifying the similarity between two kind of sequences (homologous)
- Analyzing the proper gene feature selection method based on data mining methodology.
- Identifying the sequence dissimilarity and modification such as mutation and particular nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in sequencing market.
- Identification of molecular arrangement and assortment of gene activity from ChIP- Seq

In Molecular biology, Motif Discovery is most significant and challenging application. It has mainly used for locating TFBS in gene sequences. NP- complete has been proved for motif discovery [3]. There are three kind of most popular tools designed for identifying the motif: namely OOPS, ZOOP and TCM [3] with high accuracy. The motif discovery has used for identifying the TF binding site. TFBS means, where motif bind to gene sequences. Gene binding side are separate to other binding site instance of part of genome and bound by protein. It has frequently related using particular proteins known as transcription factors. The DNA binding sites are likewise includes other proteins, corresponding restriction enzymes, site-specific recombinates and methyl transferases [4].

ChIP sequence is an approach used in analyses DNA-protein interaction. Chip stands for chromatin immune precipitation is a method used in extracting sequence from cell nucleus from any organism. ChIP sequence can be used in realize biological processes and disease state gene expression. Gene expression is regulate by DNA-protein interaction. It provides genome-wide maps of factor binding. Binding sites of DNA- protein are identified by ChIP sequence combine with massively parallel DNA sequencing. The application of ChIP-seq helps determining cancer progression as it reveal insight into gene regulation and also in biological research, drug development and molecular diagnostics. ChIPseq sequence comes under Next Generation Sequences (NGS). It has many advantages like it has complete genomes, the transcriptomes are whole and complete, from single organisms to complex pools like metagenomes. It doesn’t contain sequence of sample organisms like other sequence do it has complete sequence of the original species [7]. The whole genome sequencing has sequencing divided according to with and without reference genome available. Motif are identified from the ChIP sequence. Motif means repetition of short sequence it can be one per sequence or zero per sequence. De novo sequencing had no reference genome sequencing and this sequencing is actually used in our case.

Next Generation Sequencing are also known as high-throughput sequencing there are some modern sequencing technologies which are Illumina sequencing, Roche 454 sequencing, Ion torrent: Proton/PGM sequencing, SOLID sequencing, ChIP sequencing they sequencing are used in sequencing DNA and RNA more quicker and cheaper than the older sequencing. The researcher has been taken many transcription factor binding regions but it is very peak region. The motif discovery methodology has been taken accurate TF binding site [8]. The main application of ChIP-Seq dataset are spotless of the promoter region and also every sequences have high a great resolution. It appears easier for motif discovery approaches to gain a great identification result in ChIP-seq with good accuracy. Appropriately, exactly all systems intended for motifs
discover in promoter DNA gene sequences, whichever the pattern-driven method or statistical method grown into short time consuming sequence alignment. Main objective of my proposed system has identified the motif pattern using data mining algorithm with grate classification accuracy. MDP algorithm has based on optimization method [5, 6].

Our proposed methodology of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes literature survey. Section 3 describes system architecture diagram of my proposed methodology. Section 4 describes Experimental Evaluation and finally section 5 describe conclusion.

2. Literature Survey

The Hirschberg [5] develop a new method for solves the frequency associated to data mining requests of strings in ideal period. In this structure has been used frequent string and emerging string. The result of this process represented to pattern matching on DNA sequences. The main approaches are based on suffix and lcp arrays. The application of this research are array based data assemblies and also great locality conduct and extensibility of memory. MapReduce by Jeffrey et al [7] developed a new methodology for analyzing the DNA sequence in optimal time period. The map function processes of key/value brace to make a set of intermediary key and merge function connected with intermediate key values. The MapReduce function mainly focuses on reduce the computational time period.

A MapReduce process is collected of map() technique that achieves cleaning and arrangement of the DNA sequences. A Reduce () technique that achieves a precipitate. Daniel et al. Developed [17] a. EXTREME tools for identifying the motif pattern. It has been related to expectation-maximization processes to identifying the motifs. Several SW/NW problems only score. By instance trackback process could not performed at the same time space difficulty is linear. DREME by Bailey [11] is considerably quicker than many ordinarily utilized algorithms for it can dissect extensive dataset. They can just discover short theme. DREME is considerably quicker than many usually utilized algorithms, scales straightly in dataset estimate, finds different, non-excess themes and reports a solid measure of factual centrality for every theme found. DREME is accessible as a major aspect of the MEME Suite of theme based succession tools used in sequence analysis.

An effective multicore algorithm, PMS6MC developed by Tompa [10], for the motif(1,d)exploration to discover all strings of length l that is present in each string of a given arrangement of strings with at most d dissimilarity. The speedup, in respect to PMS6, achieved by our multicore algorithm varies from a high of 6.62 for the (17, 6) testing occasions to a low of 2.75 for the (13, 4) testing examples on an Intel 6-center framework. Evaluation of PMS6MC for larger instances of motif is 2 to 4 times quicker than other parallel calculations used.

In the trending years, genetic algorithms are implied in various association rule mining techniques [15]. Utilizes weighted things to characterize novel pairs. Estimation of various principles is calculated using the fitness function present in the weighted things. This algorithm can discover satisfactory limits for association rule mining. Eberhart [16] proposed a unique technique for enhancing separated principles, utilizing genetics algorithm. The significance of this work is to figure out the negative values used in the process.

Hu et al. [13] introduced a PSO based strategy for self-detection of value falling below the threshold value. Their work demonstrates that fundamental PSO can discover values rapidly and superior to the genetic algorithms used. The additionally offered a strategy at for self-detection of values falling below the particular range using weighted PSO. His outcomes indicates high effectiveness of PSO for associative rule mining. This approach likewise can increase better estimation of limits with respect to the previous results.

3. System Architecture

In Fig 1 Preprocessing step combine the suffix array(SA) and the longest common prefix array (LCP). Mainly two kind of dataset have been used such as test set and control set. Fischer et al [6] developed a new method for identifying motif, which is based on SA and LCP. SA. LCP- array C’ as calculated by labeling of control and test datasets. It decide threshold values as same time least evaluation rate. Every substring have occurs frequently in emerging substring stage. All the substring extracted by using of SA and LCP. ‘L’ for a Substring traversal and bottom up substring traversal to each string for all branches substring.

Subsequently each substring sequences call by suffix tree traversal using SA and LCP-array. Fast calculation process has been done in labeling phase. As a final point combine step reoccurrence the all strings transformed for frequency based condition. In MapReduce process occurred in mining stage. The MapReduce process done to reduce memory and
time difficulties. Reduce process undertaking to merge the all control and test emerging substring datasets. Frequently the map function combine to all substring based on reduce function. The map and reduce function algorithm given as,

**Algorithm 1 MapReduce Function**

Input: test (Dt) and control (Dc) set dataset.
Output: Emerging Substring EMr

\[
\text{EMr} \leftarrow \Omega
\]

for i \in \text{Dt} \& \text{Dc}
merge i and EMr
freq (\Omega, Dt) \leftarrow a/|Dt|
freq (\Omega, Dc) \leftarrow b/|Dc|
growth (\Omega, Dc, Dt) \leftarrow a/|Dt|/b/|Dc|
if Freq (\Omega, Dt) > pf and growth (\Omega, Dc, Dt) > pg then
add \Omega to EMr
return EMr

In our proposed methodology has been used Word based algorithm. It designed for identification of motif pattern from DNA sequences datasets. Most of data mining algorithm has been used for motif selection such machine learning algorithm, deep learning, genetic algorithm, word based algorithm[7] [8] [9].van Helden et al. [8] implemented a word-based approaches for motif discover methodology. While theoretically easy methodology for understanding the string, in this method has showed effectively identifying the motifs from sequences dataset. These result has been found before lab test analysis. Also alleged novel binding sites were identified related concurrent gene. Word based algorithm given as,

**Algorithm 2: Word-Based Algorithm**

Input: Emerging Substring of DNA sequences
Output: the set motif M

Each string set parameter
if ||Dt|| + ||Dc|| <= \( z \) then
mining step combine into each string
else
if M = \( \Omega \) then
pf \( \leftarrow \) \( pf/2 \)
return M

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The experimental analysis have been completed on Fujitsu system with Intel core i5, 2.33 GHz processor with 16GB RAM. Our proposed method has been implemented on R – language version 3.4.3. The motif result has been stored on image format. The dataset has been taken from National Center for Biotechnology information (NCBI). The ChIP-Seq dataset have huge volume of datasets. Motif discover methodology is a very huge challenging process in computational biology. The result has been much better then previous methodology. Our proposed system have implemented a complete set of performance action in motif level and analytically calculated single motif algorithm in sequences datasets. The performance of our algorithm, which only used ChIP-Seq dataset for identification of motif. The motif level accuracy found great level compare to previous methodology.

**Sequence and motif level accuracy**

To evaluate the performance to identified any one common motif pattern from sequence dataset and explain the correct motif discover pattern ‘M’. The total number of sequences ‘N’ of string, as set as follows:

\[
mSr = \frac{Ns}{N}
\]

M means motif pattern, S means string, r means Accuracy rate, N means Total number of sequences.

The overall accuracy rate of in our algorithm average is mSr from input sequence.

Hence, the proposed method is called MDWB is compared with the MCES algorithm for time complexity measure. In which the set of all DNA sequences are tested on both the algorithm for finding the presences of motif in DNA sequences. The uses of finding motif in DNA sequences are helped to find the transcription factor binding site with gene mutation feature in faster manner to know the states of the diseases presents in the DNA sequences. Even, when the number of sequence are increased the time taken to find the motif in the DNA are less in the proposed method. The graphical representation of this result are shown fig 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Sequences</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30000</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40000</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50000</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60000</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Time taken for Motif Discover in MCES vs MDWB
In Table 2, describe the accuracy measure between the proposed MDWB and MCES method. The prominent value of proposed value of proposed method has higher accuracy for identification motif in the DNA sequences for finding diseases presence in the dataset. The graphical representation of this result are shown fig 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Sequences</th>
<th>Algorithms (Accuracy)</th>
<th>MCES</th>
<th>Proposed MDWB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Accuracy between MCES vs MDWB

5. CONCLUSION

The proposed MDWB algorithm is worked based on the word count for identification the presence of motif in DNA Sequences dataset. In this algorithm every sub string in the DNA sequence with the variation in length are mined and the information are extracted. With the effect the proposed method is capable to discover the motifs sequences from ChIP sequences. Our method proposed higher classification accuracy with minimum time taken to discover the presence of motif in ChIP sequences.
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